
> SHADE BEAUTIFULLY ENGINEERED. <



> Outdoor extension - Margret River Area 
Two bays with 3m span and standard finish <

ARCHITECTURAL LOUVRE SYSTEMS – 
THE OPENING ROOF

> Indoor comfort outdoors <
 
An opening roof by Shading Technologies 
mixes the comfort of your home and the 
beauty of the natural environment. 
With concealed fixings and automation, a 
louvered roof is the seamless feature which 
connects interior and exterior spaces. 
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> Al fresco renovation - Coastal install, Perth
4.6m overall span and 2 tone Bronze anodized finish <

The Operable Roof/ Louvre roof as 
supplied by Shading Technologies is 
the pinnacle of architectural shading 
products for the external 
environment.
 
We proudly work with Kudos Louvres 
New Zealand and have quickly forged 
an outstanding reputation for quality 
of workmanship at a mind-boggling 
sharp price.
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> Extension - North Perth
Dropped in to opening created by builder, Powder coat Black <

Our special made systems allow for numerous options:
 
Rain sensor
The weather can be quite unpredictable sometimes and you don't want all 
of your personal belongings and outdoor furniture to get drenched.
 
Endless Color options
Durable powder coated & anodised finishes available
 in colors to suit your house.
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> Al fresco renovation - North of the River, Perth
7.6m overall continual length, Powder coat Basalt <

LED lights
Change the colour of the area to 
suit your event or your current 
mood via integrated LED lights.
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> Full home renovation - Bunker Bay Dunsborough, WA
Two bays suspended of the roof <

Customised solutions
Fixed to your current building, into an existing 
structure or free standing - the opportunities with 
the roofs are endless.
 
Opening system
The opening roof is available hand operable or 
motorised and both systems benefit from the I-
drive innovation.
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> Backyard Extension - Mosman Park, WA
Black frame work with white panels <

Opening roofs can be ‘dropped in’ to openings created by your architect 
and builder and can be build in the following configurations:
 
- regular rectangular roof
- irregular roof
- multiple panel roof
- raking roof
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> Regular rectangular roof <

SAMPLE SHOP DRAWING
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> Irregular rectangular roof <
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> Irregular rectangular roof <



> Section A_B <

MOTORISED DELTA ROOF

> Section X_Y <

Our roofs are available as a 
motorised or hand operable 
system with a crank handle.
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> Attached to existing structure <

OPENING ROOF SUPPORTING STRUCTURES / 
PIN-POINTING LOAD-BEARING BEAMS

> Opening roof built into existing structure <

> Free-standing <
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> Free-standing <



> This video of this 
recent install by STWA in 
North Perth can be seen 
on Instagram 
@shadingtechnologies <

Architectural designed 
flat profile with clean 
straight lines and sharp 
edges.
 
Opens up to 125 degree 
and allows for 
uninterrupted views.
 
Watertight design whilst 
closed.
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> Sun, Wind and Privacy screen <

OPERABLE LOUVRE SYSTEMS -
SUN LOUVRES
> Performance through design and function <
 
Now more than ever before, home owners 
are spending an increasing amount of leisure 
time at home.Well designed sun louvres act 
as a stylish external furnishing for outdoor 
rooms, screened patios, balconies and 
windows. Climate control can be achieved 
using fixed, manual or automated Sun Louvre 
Systems by Shading Technologies.
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> Each blade is 
powdercoated and each 
panel can be fixed in an 
angle you prefer <

Slide, open and move the 
panels wherever and 
whenever you want. 
 
The operable panels offer 
flexibility for your room 
and can create an 
enclosed area or an open 
space.
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> Open blade <

OPENING SCENARIO

> Closed blade <
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OPENING SCENARIO

> Closed blade <



> Architectural feature <

FIXED LOUVRE SYSTEMS -
SUN LOUVRES

> Performance through 
exact planning <
 
Eliminate sun and wind 
impact on your house 
with perfect planning 
and outstanding design 
features.
 



> Fixed and closed blade <

SAMPLE SHOP DRAWING
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EXTERNAL VENETIAN BLINDS

> Total sun control that integrates 
effortlessly into contemporary or classic 
architecture <
 
External venetian blinds by Shading 
Technologies allow for full, partial or zero 
weather control. 
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> House improvement - Cottesloe
Black finish <

External Venetian blinds can be installed 
during construction or retrofitted onto a 
building facade which requires effective 
solar management.
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RETRACTABLE SHADING SOLUTIONS
> Automated Blinds & Awnings<
 
Folding arm awnings are a classy and subtle 
technology that encourages the outdoor 
living lifestyle. While other operable products 
keep the outside from encroaching too far 
into the interior, the retractable awning 
allows for complete, partial, or no shade, 
depending on the weather.
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Global bench mark brand Markilux, fuse 
technical durability, textile expertise and 
European design to create the ultimate in 
retractable shading solutions.
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Excellent details, perfect finishing 
and long lasting shade for our 
happy customer. 
 

> Choose a color suitable to your existing building <
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> STWA Expertise <

CUSTOMISED SHADING SOLUTIONS 
 

The Shading Technologies Team have a proactive approach to all 
aspects of our industry from both theoretical and practical 
perspectives. Consequently our team are pleased to provide expert 
consultancy around the use of shading techniques for any 
residential or commercial project.
 
Shading Technologies WA source the most technically advanced 
solutions from around the world including innovative designs from 
Europe and leading products from Australia and New Zealand.



> Every project by STWA is custom 
designed with our clients. <
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ABOUT US
> Our values <

Our company values define us as a business and as individuals
 
Honesty >  
We believe that honesty promotes strong relationships and 
positive outcomes.
 
Integrity > 
At STWA we are grateful to our clients who trust us with their 
projects. Therefore, it is vital to us that we work to the highest 
levels of integrity as we take pride in the work.
 
Transparency >  
Transparency and communication are critical factors to ensure 
that business-client relationships are based on honesty.
 
Professional > 
Our expertise and our values enable us to deliver with an 
outstanding level of professionalism.
 
Enjoyment >  
Our aim is provide an enjoyable customer experience to all of our 
clients.



GET IN TOUCH!

ADDRESS
3/8 Murphy Street
O'Connor WA 6163
 
WEB
www.shadingtechnologies.com.au
 
EMAIL
sales@shadingtechnologies.com.au
 
ABN
656 2577 8609
 
MOBILE
0437 696 907
 
EXPERT CONSULTANCY
08 9314 5181
 
 
 
 


